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believe has special significance
current crop circle research.

of the first formations to appear

during the 1997 crop circle season
appeared near to the ancient Barbury
Castle hillfort, just north of Marlborough
in Wiltshire.

to

Biblical Origins

The origins of the Tree of Life are
probably lost forever in the mists of
time, but I think I am sufficiently
accurate to say that it dates from around
the time of the Old Testament in The
Bible. Some sources refer to it as being
taught to Adam, in Eden by the
Archangel Gabriel and then passed on
'from mouth to ear', whereas other texts
quote Moses as being the chosen one,
and his history is told in the book of
Exodus in The Bible.

Resembling the Tree of Life symbol,
some people have seen it as a significant
·
formation demonstrating intelligence in
it's creation. When I first saw an aerial
shot of the formation I was sceptical as
to its origins because of the perfect
alignment of it's circles with the
tramlines in the field (see fig.l
overleaf).
Accurate Analysis

Either way, it's origins seem to stem
from Jewish tradition and form the basis
of a mystery school called the Qabalah
(or Cabala in Christian tradition).

I decided to do some accurate analysis
using my newly developed Thoth™
computer software, which was capable
aerial
an
scaling
accurately
of
simultaneously
and
photograph
overlaying a geometrically perfect Tree
of Life, found using sacred geometry.

Incorrect Geometry

Although the geometry of the crop
formation is not correct, leading me to
be suspicious of the formation, I decided
to investigate the origins of the Qabalah
to see if there are any lessons to be learnt
in order to find a positive outcome from

At this point, I should perhaps divert to
give some background to the Tree of
Life, in itself a vast and often
misunderstood subject - and one which I
3

a

potentially

all diversity in unity. Although it has

'hoaxed'

negative

many branches, it is· all a connected

formation.

whole. Some would argue that it is a

Significance after all...

classification of everything - nothing

This is where the trail started getting

exists which cannot be placed in one or

interesting and what made me decide

other of it's ten Sephiroth, or spheres.

that

this

is

indeed

a

significant

A Higher Meaning
of Life is essentially

formation, whatever it's origin. I think a
lot

of

researchers

who

have

The

been

Tree

a

summary of the Qabalah and can be

investigating the circles for many years
have almost got tired of the "is it a hoax

referred to as a 'map of the Universe'.

or is it genuine" argument - one which

Each sphere and path has a specific

incidentally, can never be decided one

meaning and the whole tree is sub

way or another (see 'Bluntening Occam's

divided into regions. These connect to
the

razor, also in this issue).

'Holy

name

of

God',

the

Tetragrammaton.

There Is More!
A lot of people, myself included, believe

Although it would probably

that circles research has now elevated

entire book to describe the Tree of Life

take an

beyond the physical 'flattened corn' to

in full (I hope to include further thoughts

something on a higher, more spiritual,

in future issues) it basically consists of

plane. For us, the circles have served

four worlds;

their purpose and we strive for higher
knowledge

still

-

meditation

and

perseverance

coming

Atziluth,

through

represented

by

fire

and

water

and

air

and

earth

and

creative energy.

with

Briah,

ongoing research into other dimensions.

represented

by

receptive energy.
I

think

this

formation

serves

as

Yetzirah,

a

represented

reminder to all circles researchers to

formative energy.

look within and to the invisible universe,

Assiah,

represented

by
by

material energy.

rather than the physical 'corn in the field'
universe.

Each of the twenty two connecting paths
in the Tree of Life also holds special

The Qabalah is a complex, yet simple
philosophy. It is positive-negative, man

meaning and holds a unique relationship

woman,

with the rest of the tree.

a

balance

between

inner

feelings and outer experiences and the
realisation

that

seemingly

You will fmd that throughout history,

complex

people

problems often have simple solutions.

have

associated

many

philosophies and teachings with that of
branches

the Qabalah. Tarot cards can be used to

throughout all of creation, yet reconciles

go on a spiritual journey as far or as

It

is

a

tree spreading

it's
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The Gateway to Beyond

Western tradition is based upon theory,
proven by tests and then accun1ulated
into statistical data, whereas Eastern
tradition teaches that nothing is accepted
unless it is experienced as a personal
truth. This is very true of crop circles
where personal experience is very n1uch
an essence of our individual paths.

The Tree of Life is actually three
difllensional, and the non-nun1bered
sphere, called Daath, is the gateway to
the dark side of the Tree.
By being aware of the power within we
have the power to change our external
enviroflfllent. How often have you heard
the phrase "you create your own reality".
This is explained in n1ore depth in DlY
article, "Fron1 Science to Spirituality"
(also in this issue), but essentially n1eans
that the n1ind _is a very powerful
instrun1ent.

People practising Laya yoga will also be
aware of the powerful Kundalini force
spiralling its way through the chakras.
This energy is described as a coiled up
snake lying dormant in the base chakra.
Awakening Spirals

.Manipura

(solc.r _p(exus)

Sva()istfiana <sacrc.O
]t{u(a()fiara (root/6ase)
-------------

Flg.2
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The Tree of Life showing the seven chakras.

deep as needed and n1uch significance
and n1eaning is derived fron1 the Tree of
Life.

each rotate in all directions and vibrate
to a specific frequency.

Life Energy

The Tree of Life can be divided into
eight layers which, if the two central
ones are joined, corresponds to the seven
chakra's within the hun1an body (fig.2).
The chakra systen1 forms a powerful
energy grid within the hun1an body and
can be used for healing as well as
n1editation.

Forces Within

The Tree of Life also plays a significant
part in Nun1erology, or the study of the
significance of nUDlbers. It helps explain
the Chakra systen1 within the hun1an
body. The word 'chakra' is Sanskrit for
'wheel' - and can be described as a wheel
of energy within the body. Chakra's are
often described as a lotus, or ball, and
6

The purpose of Laya yoga is to awaken
the Kundalini and raise it up through the
other six chakras. The technique of this
will be taught in future articles, but
essentially this energy can be n1ade to
spiral, alfllost DNA like, up through the
chakra systen1 while the Yin and Yan
channels change position and the
Kundalini resUDles it's slun1ber position
in the base chakra.

Fron1 a n1ore scientific perspective, the
various regions of the Tree of Life also
correspond to different brainwave
patterns; Beta, Alpha, Theta and Delta.
This is a topic of ongoing research, so
will be covered in future issues.
Learning our Lessons

By studying the various teachings of the
Tree of Life, it has helped n1e have a
better understanding of crop circle
research. To this end, I see the Tree of
Life crop circle not just as 'flattened
corn' which n1ay or n1ay not be Dlan
Dlade, but as a whole concept of where
we are in the subject.

The action of this energy is also known
as the Caduceus and is shown as a
double-helix snake twisting itself around
the Tree of Life.
I n1entioned earlier that the Tree of Life
encon1passes a good, or positive world.
It also has an evil or negative side to it.
All hun1ans possess these positives and
negatives. It is ifllportant to recognise
the dark side within. Only then can one
choose to live in the light where
ignorance is no excuse. Only by
experiencing evil can we n1arvel at the
wonder of what is good.

The Qabalah can help people express
true feelings and thoughts to enhance
relationships with others. This lesson
teaches us to be honest with one another
and to respect that each of us have our
own views and theories as to the crop
circle n1ystery. Each opinion is as good
and valid as any other and we should
respect this.
7
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The

also

Qabalah

realisation

that

assists

bizarre

with

behaviour

paths. Each person has their own journey
to follow, and their own Tree of Life to

the
in

expenence.

others is not necessarily bad. This lesson
teaches us that hoaxers and meddlers

significant, changes and energies now in
1997 and I oelief these energies will get
stronger still

until

we

all

reach

PV.

I think this formation is significant, not

also have an important role to play in the
subject. Let not us judge others, should

because

of

it's

quality,

or

even

they judge us.

authenticity, but because of the many

The Qabalah demonstrates the discovery

has highlighted the Tree of Life, which

messages and lessons it can teach us. It

that a balance between feminine and

many people may not have experienced

masculine creates harmony and peace.

before.
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This lesson teaches us to keep things in
perspective and to allow both sides of

the

ultimate goal.

Who's Right? Who's Wrong?

our consciousness to function equally.

It has made many people look inwards

The Qabalah can show the realisation

politics and viewpoints expressed in the

The Magical Arts, by Richard Cavendish.
pub. Arkana, ISBN 0-14-019152-6

for answers. There are many different
crop circle fraternity. People fall out

that apparently complex problems often
have

simple

solutions.

This

with others and let ego's get in the way

lesson

of research. Many people hold onto the

teaches us to look at things in new and

belief that every crop circle is genuine

different ways. Often the solution is

and decry anyone who claims otherwise.

staring us in the face, but we are too
- busy searching for an answer to actually
spot the answer.

I think this formation should serve as a

The Qabalah teaches the knowledge that

ego and ordinary, love and fear. It's also

each individual has a unique purpose to

interesting to note that it has arrived in

fulfil in the universe during this lifetime.

1997. Seven years after a lot of people

balance between scientific and spiritual,

This lesson teaches us that every single

had their first awakening or awareness

person holds a unique piece of the

of the changes on the planet.

Each individual person is no more and

Seven is a significant number and if that

no less important than the next person.

frrst

was

the

higher

consciousness entering our base chakra,

The Path of Life

we are now at our seventh, or crown,

There are many other teachings in the

chakra. People experienced significant

Qabalah and I

changes in their lives around 1990. I

think the more you

think the next stage of awareness is

meditate on the subject, the further along

occurring in 1997 as the energy shifts

the path you will travel. W hat we must

from

remember is that it is not a race. We will
all get to the end destination, even
though we may travel many different
8

our

body,

through

content

to

try

to

dismiss

the

Roswell UFO crash of 1947 as a Project
Mogul weather balloon, the US air force

our

crown

fuel the evidence of a major cover-up.

1947 crash in the New Mexico desert
balloon,

weight

no

one

really

of

reports

evidence
begs

and
a

eye
better

explanation.
However a new report, released just
before the 50th anniversary of the event,
makes even more laughable reading.

Attempting to account for the numerous
eye-witness accounts of alien bodies
being recovered from the crash site, the
report tries to claim that the USAF was

involved

people are experiencing smaller, yet still

operation

m

in

dummies is reproduced below, but to me

absurd claim yet and, I believe, helps to

was no more than a downed weather

chakra, out to the universe above. Some

The
these

manikin.

Since an official report stated that the

witness

of

In fact, the whole story is the most

release yet.

monitoring

dummies".

official military photograph

looks as much alien-like as a shop

has recently released its funniest press

sheer

1990 Re-Visited

'calling'

Not

"anthropomorphic

believed what the military put out. The

cosmic jigsaw and even if a single piece
is missing, the picture is not complete.

Laugh a tttit1ute with the USAF !

some

kind

the

1950's,

of

testing

involving
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more what can be done
with fewer" although it

� � amounts

any

who

regard

corresponding

far-fetched

This would seem a sensible, and logical,
deduction since if I lose my car keys I
automatically apply Ockham's principle
and

assume

I've

put

them

down

somewhere I can't remember, rather than
some race of aliens have teleported them

the

away.

or

However,

abstract concepts as mere names without
realities)

seemingly

all man-made, or hoaxed.

nominalism

"universals"

the

opt for the simpler solution that they are

Roman Catholic Church to this day.

those

concepts. To use a

some higher intelligence and, instead,

missionary and charitable branch of the

for

unexplained

discount

members. T his order has survived as a

of

same

concept that they are made by aliens or

personal and corporate poverty of it's

responsible

the

To apply Ockham's Razor would be to

Francis of Assisi, who believed in the

doctrine

to

If everything in

common example, namely crop circles....

order of friars founded in 1209 by St.

mainly

effect;

logic because it avoids having to handle

belonged to the Order of Franciscans, an

was

·

Sceptics like resorting to this line of

correctly spelt) was born in 1270 and

philosophical

were more likely
.
It 1s vain to do with

there is no ground for assuming it.

William of Ockham (as his name was

any

�

;:ords

some science can be interpreted without
assuming this or that hypothetical entity,

is that of
paranormal phenomenon Occam's Razor.
try to
I thought I'd write this article to
this line of
illustrate the thinking behind
itself and
attack, the origin of the phrase
.
logic
it's
in
flaws
us
the vario

1

f"vxo�'

�

sceptical
One argument often touted by
d with
face
thinkers and debunkers when
UFO
and
the implications of crop circle
of
unt
research - indeed any acco

He

�,

""O" ... �o-C\ OS� S I.. "--

there

are

a

couple

of

application to different specific cases.

claimed, in effect, that science is about

Firstly, the Razor takes no account of

things whereas logic, philosophy and

time or epoch when making its cuts. For

religion are about terms or concepts (the
platonic tradition).

example, what may sound needlessly

However, his most famous legacy has

itself tomorrow.

been

complicated today may be simplicity

"Ockham's Razor" which states

To

"Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter

use

an

analogy,

consider

the

following example; In the middle ages,

neccessitatem", or "Entities are not to be

had someone demonstrated a modern-

multiplied beyond necessity". His actual
10

as

geometry and other aspects of the crop

spiritual, or the face of God looking out

circle mystery - all in the dark of night,

described

the

from a mystical

expenence

making no mistakes and not a single

casket. Had another

onlooker described the event as a video

person ever being caught.

and sound recording converted into a
form of electromagnetic radiation and

To

transmitted along a piece of bent metal

arrogant, assuming

apply

Ockham's

razor

that

is

almost

the

person

and then hundreds of miles through the

wielding the razor is capable of being

air and then decoded and re-formed as a

the judge and jury as to what is the

sequence of electrons fired at high speed

simplest explanation.

towards a phosphorus shield known as a

Ockham's Razor is at best a subjective

cathode ray tube, then I'm sure they

comment

would have been dismissed as needlessly

interpretation of what may or may not be

complicating matters - and probably also

a simple explanation. Who is to say who

based

scolded for daring to dismiss the 'vision

decides

of

simplest?

God',

maybe

even

punished

for

on

an

individual's

which

explanation

decide

that

ts

the

heresy.
I
Just

because

the

more

complicated

may

hypothesis

makes

one

more

particular
sense

than

explanation was hard to understand, not

another, which someone else may agree

even

or disagree with.

discovered

or,

dare

I

say

it,

unexplained at the time doesn't mean
that it should be discounted. T his is what

I may find algebra easy to comprehend

science

whereas another person may find

and

discovery

are

about.

Exploring all possibilities.

may
Hoaxing

may

explanation

to

be
come

the
to

it

impossibly hard. Just because someone
simplest

terms

find

something

difficult

to

comprehend shouldn't mean it should be

with

discounted for others who don't fmd it a

regarding crop circle origins, but should

fundamental flaws one can find in it's

and

complex floor lays, bent nodes, perfect

day television set one onlooker may
have

problem.

we not leave some room for exploring
Sceptics often think that they have a

new research and investigations?

monopoly on scientific thinking and that
If, for argument's sake, aliens landed

they

their mothership on the White House

established thought and teaching.

are

somehow

guardians

of

and

It is my view that Ockham's Razor itself

proceeded to create a perfect pictogram

should be cut away, allowing people to

lawn

or

Parliament

Square

in the grass, with hundreds of witnesses,

carry

then

exploring all avenues and possibilities

the

hoaxing

immediately

hypothesis

become

the

would
more

without

complicated one - considering that no

on
fear

open-minded
of ridicule

research,
or

stepping

outside the established 'world view'.

hoaxers have managed to recreate the
11

®ver

the

research
aspects

past
I

of

mystery

seven

have
the

and

of

investigated

evolving

made

discoveries

years
crop

many

regarding

both in our lives �d everyday existence,

my

many

but also in cross-over points in

circle

respective research.

interesting

Linking the Pieces

mankind's

It is my belief that all of the various

elevating levels of consciousness.

ideas

The Message of Crop Circles

the

�ogether and
JUSt
need
to

can lead onto other, equally challenging
topics

such

UFO

as

the

arrange

research, meditation techniques, new
mathematics and physics and not least a

�
�

unexplained

pieces

in

� '[f �

(\

we

� g)�!J(g>� . ,

inspiring,

powerfu

within

subjects are all linked

It's funny how researching crop circles
and

our

simple,

Ultimately it comes down to quantum
physics and the nature of individual

between the two objects and creates a

shall try to avoid technical terminology

the

harmonic

specific bond between every object in

in this brief introductory article.

the universe and every other object.
I believe that this theory can explain life
The theory I have been working on is so

�

{1;:::;

Graph

1

Graph

2

after

Some of the content in this article has

Science

to

inspired

by

meditations and even dreams I have had

title of a forthcoming book I hope to

during the course of my research and

Pieces of the Jigsaw

\

or oscillations and harmonics.

cosmic jigsaw. Whatever our individual

Harmonic Resonance

views or opinions on crop circles and

I believe that everything in the universe

other unexplained events, I believe there

consists of many different harmonics

is an underlying strand of order within

which

the

identity of the item we are observing.

subjects

we

combine

to

form

the

unique

research.
Each

Sychronistic Research

of

these

harmonies

Having spoken to many researchers over

way these waveforms

gives us the universe around us.

years

I

have

often

creates

resonance in other objects and it is the

the

past

ancient

one thing which seems to occur more

[ believe that we all hold pieces of the

chaotic

circles,

If \

than anything else is the idea of waves

seemingly

crop

conversations,

Spirituality", and will hopefully be the
write over the coming winter months.

death,

Combined waveform of
graph 1 and graph 2

a way which yields the overall picture.
been

"From

everything.

atoms and electrons within objects, but I

by

Mans r' atl-,. to Higher Consciousness

as

explain

resonance

��

refer

can

caused

�fi@

spiritual awakening within the soul.

yet

shake or oscillate and rattle. This is

�"

This has led me forward on the path I
to

pluck a string on a violin. The resulting
tone may create objects on your desk to

been

interact which

surprised at the number of coincidences
or synchronicities which have occurred,

This can be illustrated if one was to
12
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Fig. 1 The combination of two Independent waveforms
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This line is what I call the signature
hizrmonic of an object and is, ultimately,
the only thing that counts. If you like, it's
the end result that counts, not how you
get there. For example, if the end result
is five, the components could be one
plus four or two plus three or one plus
two plus two, or even six minus one.

knowledge, ley lines, ghosts, UFOs,
spiritual healing and even,
ESP,
and
free
of
sources
ultimately,
alternative energies.
One Hundred Monkeys

It can also explain, scientifically, how
the famous one hundred monkey
graphically
and
works
syndrome
demonstrate it's effectiveness.

y
/\:

I
I

I
I

l
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If we can shape the end result - the
signature harmonic - then this is what is
meant by "creating our own reality". We
may want the end result (reality) to be
six for example, and we may know that
our current state of being is two. If we
could artificially create a waveform
equivalent to four then we would be
creating our own reality by generating
the correct waveform to produce the
correct total.

At a simple level, let us imaging two
different waveforms (see fig.l ). I have
illustrated these as the dotted lines on the
graph. It doesn't matter what the exact
waveform is, but notice the peaks (high
points) and troughs (low points), Now
look at the continuous line. This is the
sum of the two dotted lines added
together.

I,

I
I .

I

1

1:

This is just another simple example,
imagining that everything just has two
waveforms, but the same principle
applies irrespectively of how many
waveforms form an object. For example,
if we know what signature harmonic we
wish to create, all we need to do is to
work out what the harmonic of all other
waveforms currently is and add or
subtract from the signature harmonic to
give our required tuning signal.
By creating a waveform that is exactly
the same as our target waveform, but
exactly out of phase, so that each peak
on one waveform is a trough on the
other and vice versa we will end up with
a signature waveform of exactly zero
because the two waveforms will cancel
each other out (fig.2)

The Signature Harmonic

This is a simple example to show the
interaction of just two waveforms. In
real life, things would be composed of
millions and millions of composite
waveforms. However, the combination
(or addition) of these many waveforms
will still form a unique signature
waveform of the relevant object (the
continuous line in the example above).
14
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Fig.2
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Tuning the Frequencies

Notice that where the two original lines
peak, the resulting sum is a greater peak.
Note also that where the continuous (ie.
sum) crosses over the base line
(indicated by the straight horizontal line
labelled x), you will fmd that the two
dotted lines equal each other, but one is a
eak (positive) and the other a trough
(negative).

,,
\

I

How to Create our own Reality

Graphical Interactions

I
I

\

I
I
\

I
\!

...

1:
I
I
I

Two waveforms which would cancel each other out and thus give a zero
signature

Harmonic Healing

brains, by meditation and utilising the
'power of the mind'.

Imagine the impact of being able to
detect the waveform of a cancer cell for
instance, and being able to generate a
new harmonic which would resonate
with the original cancer in order to
cancel it out completely.

Electromagnetic Research
Findings

Over the past few years I have been
detecting measurable electromagnetic
anomalies in and around some crop
formations. This has led me to believe
that the force which makes the 'genuine'
crop circles is causing a temporary
disruption of the electromagnetic fields

Forgotten Knowledge

It is my belief, shared by many others,
that we can create these realities merely
by using the untapped 90% of our
15
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magnetic anomalies, they return over

around the area affected.

time

to

their original readings.

This

popularised by Rupert Sheldrake in his

4. Time

5. Frequency

excellent

I believe that the culmination of these

explains

it

in

terms

resonance'.

in the order of around eight weeks. In
other words, those crop circles that have

five things creates the energy which

disruptive harmonic ripples down the

exhibited high or low readings (relative

creates our reality. They all play a part in

stem of the crop creating an Wldue force

to

with the

between the cells in a horizontal fashion
so

that

a

higher

pressure

or

lower

the

standing

crop

outside

the

our multi-dimensional universe. I

he

'morphic

Explaining ESP and Telepathy

am

formation) give no anomalous readings

Effectively,

after

to test this theory and these ideas will

thought or idea you release a stream of

play a major role in future Enigma

brain

articles.

through

approximately

eight

weeks

-

over in a preset fashion.

every

wave

time

forms

your

aura

you

which
and

have

a

propagate

send

out

a

'thought form' into the universe aroWld

Positive Results
This effect was particularly apparent in

A number of people, including UFO

you. This thought form can interact with

This will often occur in a spiral or

the

at

Investigator Roy Dutton, have calculated

things around you and if you send out

circular, vortex fashion which is why

Windmill Hill near Avebury, Wiltshire in

the ideal times and locations which may

the correct thought form things can be

result in UFO sightings.

affected. This idea can help to explain

Vortex Energies

'treble

1996,

many of the crop circles have such an

Julia

where

I

set'

formation

obtained

significantly

Ley Lines are said to channel energy

move objects by the mind) and telepathy
is

The Koch curve formation at Silbury

across the Earth Grid, and visualising

colour

Hill

meditations.

the thought form you transmit.

the formation to those outside.
Rather

than

vortexes

the

merely

proposed

Meaden in the
vortex

effect

nature

(see

is

atmospheric

by

1980's,

Dr.Terence

I believe the
Dimensions

this

year

(1997)

also

exhibited

can

result

in

merely

the

next

step,

whereby

someone else can tWle into and receive

powerful

anomalous EM readings. A full report

multi-dimensional in

Circular

ESP and psycho-kinesis (the ability to

different background EM readings inside

elaborate floor swirl.

-

of

currently conducting some experiments

quicker if visited by many people.

pressure on one side will force the stem

"The

Past", in which

signature

to resonate

entitled

the

harmonic of the standing crop so that a

seem

book

of

period generally varies but seems to be

These signals, whatever creates them,

1988

Presence

Remembering the Past

will appear in the next issue.

in

Enigma issues 1 & 2) and thus creates

I believe that there is no coincidence as

ripples and resonances in the space-time

to where the genuine crop circle designs

continuum around the crop circle site.

This sounds far-fetched but look around

I also don't think that this is a new

yourself now. Can you see anything?

theory, or one that is just mine. I think I

Sure, you can see the furniture in your
room, or perhaps other people, or a view

just happen to be remembering ancient

about

TV

signals, or radio signals? You cannot see

Because everything in the universe has

lines or ancient and sacred sites. This, I

the world are also re-discovering the

them but all around us are waveforms

it's own set of harmonics within, every

believe, is no accident.

same knowledge.

that are invisible to our five 'normal'
senses.

person visiting a crop formation will
ripples

of

their

The Keys to Consciousness

own

harmonics resonating within the crop

I also believe that the timing of the

circle long after they have visited. This

events is not down to chance either. I

is one reason I try to visit crop circles as

believe that there are five significant
aspects within the cosmic jigsaw. I have

soon as possible, so that the minimum of
additional

harmonics

have

called

been

these

the

five

introduced to the crop circle 'signature'.

consciousness. They are;

Due to extensive testing over time, I

1. Harmonics (sound)

have found that even when some crop

2. Colour (light)

circles

3. Location (sacred sites)

exhibit

significant

electro16

forgotten

What

through the ages. Many people around

minute

been

window.

near to Earth energy points - either ley

leave

has

a

knowledge

Crop Circle Testing

that

through

appear. They all seem to be positioned

keys

to

Explaining 100 Monkeys

This knowledge seems to be spreading

Hitting the Threshold

via what is known as the One Hundred

I think this is the way the one hundred

monkey syndrome works. Imagine the

Monkey principle, which is based on the
premise that once one hundred members

waveforms of people all around the

of a species have worked out how to do

world, each like the dotted lines in figure

something, then the knowledge seems to

1.

magically

waveform of all these harmonics you

pass

automatically

to

the

If

would

entire species.

you
get

looked
a

line

at

the
similar

combined
to

the

continuous one. Note that the continuous
one goes off the top of the graph when it

This idea, of a global consciousness, was
17
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gets to the right. You will notice that the

It is my belief that the huge stones

However, the tide is turning and more

sum of all the composite waveforms is

forming ancient stone circles such as

and more people are now realising the

believe were used by the ancients t6

chambers

underneath

them.

These

I

individual

Stonehenge and Avebury could possibly

way the universe really works and the

harness powerful energies via setting up

waveforms themselves; The whole is

have been moved their vast distances by

knowledge cannot be suppressed for

harmonic

bigger than the individual parts. Now

using a form of cymatics. A similar

much longer.

certain times.

always

bigger

than

the

imagine some hypothetical line along the

event was witnessed by a Dr Jarl, an

top of the graph, crossing which will flip

Oxford University student, in Tibet in

the world into the fifth dimension or

1939 when he photographed Tibetan

Crop Circle Music
Last

year

I

created

a

resonances

within

them at

The Mayans seem to have been well

cassette

tape

aware of cycles and vibrations, with

monks levitating a five ton stone slab

containing music created entirely from

evidence

within us.

purely

musical

crop circle pictures, using a computer

pyramids and number systems, including

instruments. Further research into these

programme I developed. I am currently

a

There will be some point immediately

ideas will form future articles.

investigating the possibility that playing

accurate than the Gregorian system we

particular tones inside a crop formation

use today.

this line (99 monkeys) at which the

The Next World

awakening

the

dormant

spirituality

before the summe d waveform crosses

by

the

tones

of

19

or

additioti of a single waveform will make

There are millions upon millions of

the sum total cross the line. 'This is my

frequencies

oscillating

at

levels

at

a

sacred

site

may

being

calendar

available

system

in

which

is

their
more

enhance

The Future

meditational techniques.

This is merely a preliminary article to

way

physical

senses.

This area of research seems to span

introduce you to some of my current

Oliver

Lodge,

many different angles and concepts, but

research projects. The ideas and theories

some point the combined consciousness

William Crookes and Arthur Findlay

at the end of the day is actually quite

examined in this article are now forming

will hit some magical target value which

were

other

simple, everything being formed by the

a major part of my investigations and I

will then initiate resonances in other

frequencies - or dimensions - at the turn

sum of waveforms. Imagine when you

hope

things (people) who will also start to

of the century, when they were trying to

meet

fmdings with you in future issues of

resonate at the new frequency.

scientifically explain life after death.

belief as to how the principle works. The

outside

our

actual number is hypothetical, but at

People

such

limited
as

Sir

investigating

these

someone

for

the

first

time.

Sometimes you 'click' with them on

to

be

able

to

share

ongoing

Enigma.

some level or feel 'love at first sight' or

Moving Matter by Sound
similar to this

Life after death can be easily explained
was

in this manner and many experiments

demonstrated around 1800 by a German

have proven that this is indeed the case;

acoustical physicist called Emst Chladni

that when we die, the soul is separate

A

technique

don't like them but can't explain why.

By careful studying of the sacred places
around us, by using the correct tones and

Now

Connecting with People
examine the situation from

can truly create our own reality and

from the body and merely resonates at a

harmonic

higher frequency.

happening

a round metal plate onto which he had

people,

can

emanating from you are interacting with

'lprinkled some sand, created strange

communicate with the departed. They

other people. Some will be in phase and

called

Mediums,

that

the

that

is

who demonstrated that rubbing a violin

is

All

countless possibilities available to it, we

bow vertically up and down the edge of

'This is why some

perspective.

sounds and by preparing our mind to the
a

waveforms

l:ircular patterns as the sand vibrated to

are merely tuning their own signature

thus amplified (a feeling of love) or

the tones created by the bow.

harmonic

some may be out of phase which is why

to

resonate

with

the

frequencies in the 'next world', much
Chladni's

pioneering

work,

Paul Vzgay

Recommended reading:-

you may feel uncomfortable.

Sounding the Inner Landscape by Kay Gardner.

pub. Element Books, ISBN 1-85230-973-3

like a human short-wave radio.

which

Ancient Knowledge

demonstrated that sound could move

Suppressing the Evidence

I believe the ancient peoples of the

Yet orthodox science, and especially the

world, knew this information and used it

Hans Jenny who devoted his life to this

church, refused to

in

new science he called "cymatics".

research and people like Arthur Findlay

monuments and temples. The Egyptian

had their books and work suppressed.

pyramids

matter, took nearly 100 years before it
was re-discovered by

change the world.

Swiss scientist

18

acknowledge

this

order

to

build

allegedly

their

Awakening to Zero Point by Gregg Braden.
pub. Sacred Spaces/Ancient Wisdom,

ISBN 0-9648990-4-3

impressive

have

The Presence of the Past by Rupert She/drake.
pub. Fontana, ISBN 0-00-637466-2

hidden
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people, events and places are introduced

given all the science fiction like rumours

in every paragraph, so that by the end of

of what can be done.

the

first chapter you are thoroughly

confused and give up trying to read the

lt's Real!

book.

What is not up for discussion and debate
is the fact that the complex actually

T he Official Line

exists. The photos within this article

Officially, HAARP is described as a

prove that. The problem is finding out

facility for upper atmosphere and solar

what is really going on, so perhaps we

terrestrial

research,

including a

high

should start by trying to unravel how it

power phased radio array transmitter
used to "stimulate small, well-defined

Paul Vlgay exposes the ,.eal agenda

volumes of ionosphere", together with a

It

concerning the original contracts to build

Once in a while I come across a topic

year or two ago whilst I was carrying out

number

which makes me wonder if I have bitten

my own research into the works of Tesla,

atmospheric changes.

off more than I can chew. This is one

the unsung hero and discoverer of radio
government are aware of some of the

HAARP stands for High Frequency

discoveries of Tesla and are trying to
recreate them on a huge scale for their

Active Auroral Research Program and is
a US Department of Defence project into

own purposes - which I believe to be

Ionospheric research, based at Gakona,

rather sinister and dangerous for the rest

Alaska.

of us.

measuring

hit

environmental

the

major

headlines

world-wide and could be literally Earth

Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth

acttv1sts

or

that

such

as

Although not many people have heard of

Confusion Reigns

HAARP it has been an ongoing project

As you will see within this article, the

,

called

E-Systems

building the complex. It is not scheduled

deliberately muddied the water amongst

2002,

volumes of paperwork and confusion to

fully

operational

until

although some people claim it may be

specifically confuse people as to what is

operational as early as 1998.

really happening.

mystery

some detail as to what can be observed

sized explosions without radiation and

and measured, they become more vague

methods to alter a region of the Earth's

as to what can actually be transmitted

atmosphere, amongst others - Twelve in

using the

total.

system.

I'm not surprised,

those confusing novels where different

20

of

by Tesla, including ones for transmitting

The history of HAARP reads like one of

Tesla Technology
I discovered the HAARP project about a

trail

power without wires, obtaining nuclear

fact it seems that the US military have

started

the

Hidden Uses

purpose of HAARP is far from clear. In

since the early 1990's when a military

that

Although the official documents go into

haven't expressed major public concern.

shattering.

seems

the HAARP complex in Alaska starts

,

and denials, but it's implications are

be

for

the more I became amazed that it has not

suppressed under a huge veil of secrecy

to

devices

In fact, the more I researched HAARP

Secrecy and Denials
It's real purpose seems disguised and

contractor

of

with some patents originally presented

and AC power. It seems that the US

such topic.

all started.

21

Many of these ·patents were invented by

Star Wars
This Tesla inspired technology was what

an engineer called B ernard J.Eastlund

was to become the US Strategic Defence

and owned by a small company called

Initiative (SDI), or "Star Wars" system,

APTI (more of which later). Eastlund

popularised

was

administration in the 1980's.

working

company
Richfield

as

called
Oil

a consultant for
ARCO

a

by

Reagan

the

Destructive Death Ray Weapons

being

originally hired to come up with a way

Some of the military applications of this

of utilising vast reserves of natural gas

type of Testa were voiced by Tesla

held on the North Slope of Alaska.

himself in a New York Times article of
December 8th 19 15 in which he stated,

The problem with all this vast reserve of

"It is perfectly practicable to transmit

gas was that the location was so remote

electr ical

there was no use for that kind of power

produce destructive effects at a distance.

usage on location and the cost of piping

I have already constructed a wireless

the gas to more convenient, populated

transmitter which makes this possible

areas would be prohibitive.

and have descr ibed it in my technical

energy

without

wires

and

publications, among which I refer to my

"Ionospheric Heating"

patent

number

gr anted. "

Eastlund began thinking as to how this

1 , 1/9,732

recently

On Nov. 3rd 1993 the US Air Force

the world's biggest "ionospheric heater".

announced that the main contract to

Immediately the defence implications

build HAARP was to go to ARCO
Power Technologies (APTI), which at

became apparent. The ionosphere is a

the time was a subsidiary of ARCO.

region of the Earth's atmosphere some
40 to 600 miles above the surface and is

patents mentioned earlier. Although the

program each time they launch a rocket

various

or space shuttle.

companies

denied

doing

research into the areas the patents spoke

Government Distractions from the

of, it seems unlikely that APTI got the
the relevant patents required by

Real Truth

the

It appears, during the course of my

project.

research, that the perceived danger of
aerosol cans releasing CFC's into the

Unlikely Takeovers

atmosphere and creating the ozone hole

After the military contract was awarded

is an exaggerated myth spread by the

however, APTI was sold to E-Systems

government to cover up the fact that far

under

more damage is being done by their own

undisclosed

terms.

APTI

had

shown no net income since it opened in

'games'.

the late 1980's which added to the puzzle

So much seems experimental about the

of the sale. E-Systems now assumed

whole project that No HAARP campaign

control of the patents. It seems that this

founder

was the only reason E-Systems wanted

military is going to give the ionosphere a

Clare

Zickuhr

said,

"The

to buy APT I. After all, APTI had no net

big kick and see what happens".

income and no major assets apart from

Playing Games with the Earth

the twelve patents and an unfunded

huge, billion watts of power could be put
to use and came up with an idea to create

into the atmosphere by the US space

contract because of anything but owning

(Atlantic

Company),

l;����rf;Y:'!:r;;· :A.-.it\'eg�J�p�;:��R�3Xl

This trail circled back to the Eastlund

"They're like boys playing with a sharp

second phase of a construction contract.

stick, finding a sleeping bear and poking

Multi-purpose system

it in the butt to see what's going to

It is quite clear that the HAARP project

happen", said Barbara Zickuhr.

purposes, but at the present moment it is

However, the problems are not only for

intends to use the ionosphere for military
unclear exactly what. However, it does

the US military, for the implications are

seem that such a project can be a sort of

for

basically what protects us from the solar

What do we have

energy from the sun and also what

that they want?
According to the Dun & Bradstreet

multi-purpose system - handy when you

something

are trying to get funding for something,

irreversible damage to the ionosphere, it

25 employees and sales of $5 million a

when there can be so many potential

could render the atmosphere useless to

benefits,

bounces back radio waves so that we can

directory of corporations, APTI only had

send signals around the planet.

Military Uses become Obvious

year. How did such a small subsidiary

the

get such a large contract; worth more

control

than five times APTI's annual sales.

global communications. Enemy radios

HAARP investigator Nick Begich saw

By

manipulating

military

realised

the
they

ionosphere
could

that the only way such a small company

and satellites could be rendered useless,

could get such a contract was if they had

and by knowing what you were doing
you could adjust the system so that you

proprietary information needed by the

could use it to implement your own

project.

communication system.
22

such

as

transmitting

the

protect

power

whole

us

far

outweigh

the

they

Solar

do

cause

radiation

Government Lies

However, it seems that the problems and
dangers

from

If
could

constantly emanating from the Sun.

cheaply or repairing the ozone hole.

potential

Earth.

which

What

the

we

do

know

is

that

the

publicised benefits of the project. For

Government has continued to lie about

example, it seems that HAARP could

the project. They hid the interaction of

ozone hole in the first place, along with

one

the huge amount of rocket fuel released

Technical

well be responsible for creating

the original twelve patents and also kept

the

23

particular

document

Memorandum

-

PL-GP

no. 195

so

:.!:· ef.§J�.9t>.:::. ;:Ii>·; :.·

eye to this day. It explains the military

Public Awareness
Even if some ideas sound fanciful or far

applications

were

fetched, I think the concepts should be

supposed to be sanitized before public

brought to the attention of the public, so

release.

that more questions can be asked and the

secret it has been kept from the public's
of

the

project

1 997 U K C ro p Ci rcles
Ref.

1.

Date

Date

created

found

?

7th Feb

about its plans for the system. After all,
the

we only have a very short time before

HAARP project, one which has been

the system is operational and by then it

Another

interesting

aspect

of

could be too late.

less hidden to the public eye is that of
weather

modification.

technology

involved

Using

area,

portions of the atmosphere, for example,

investigation to see if we can detect

increasing levels of ozone, nitrogen etc.

signs of its power. For example, using

it

may

by creating the breakup of chemicals

also

disconcerting

monoxide.

Thus

HAARP

carbon

could

worth

further

electronic

systems.

thought,

It's

but

a

could

HAARP testing have been responsible

be

utilised to diminish the effects of the

Barbury Castle

Wiltshire

Catherine wheel type
shape with six arms,
approx 160' across.
Central circle is
approx 1 8-20' with a
standing ring of
48-50'. Diameters of

Silage
grass

OS Grid
Ref.

?

Oil Seed
Rape

su

1 57777

for the explosion of flight TWA-800

Greenhouse Effect.

which

spontaneously

exploded

over

Long Island on July 17th 1996?

3.

However, I think the most worrying

22/23rd
Apr

24th
Apr

Certainly HAARP is capable of doing

aspect of it is the amount of mist and
secrecy surrounding the whole thing. It

such a thing, as this was one of the

is obvious after minimum investigations

original aims of the Star Wars projects,

that the government are hiding the real

to destroy enemy planes and missiles

agenda, and by reading

whilst still airborne.

through

Cornwall

Crop type

rings are approx.
78-80' and there is a
small 3-4' grapeshot
circle nearby.

knock out not just communications but

such

and

be

HAARP it is more than possible to

The environment could also be enhanced
dioxide

20th
Apr

its effects either over a large or small

changing the molecular composition of

carbon

1 9th Apr

Because HAARP can be used to pinpoint

beneficial effects can be created such as

as

2.

the

HAARP

in

Sennen

County

Two rings approx 40'
across.

government is forced to come clean

Weather Modification

Location/Description

the

twelve patents (details in future issues)
we can get a feel for some of the ideas

I have only just scratched the surface of

that are possible.

this major controversial and conspiracy
ridden

Stranger than Fiction
Some sound like science fiction stories,

project.

Expect

to

see

more

Littlebury Green

Essex

A large ring with a
single small ring
breaking the
circumference on one
side and a large 'wish
bone' type V symbol
disecting the whole
fonnation. Visible
from the M l l and
directly underneath
some power lines.

Oil Seed
Rape

TL

507386

updates in future articles as I find out
more to report on.

but often truth is stranger than fiction

4.

and I would rather be aware of possible

I

would

recommend

that

interested

mind control techniques beaming ELF

readers buy the book "Angels Don't Play

frequencies around the world to modify

this HAARP by Jeane Manning and Dr.
"

behaviour patterns.

Nick

Begich,

from

which

much

information for this article came from.
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?

5th
May

Stretall (Littlebury
Green 2)

Ring with Nuclear
symbol in it. More
details to come.
About a mile from the
first Littlebury Green
formation.

Essex

Oil Seed
Rape
TL

492404

5.

6.

3/4th
May

May

6th
May

May

Burderop Down (nr
Barbury Castle)
Tree of Life'
formation, quite
secluded. 150+' long.
More details to come.
Note that the main
circles are all aligned
with tramlines

Wiltshire

Silbury Hill

Wiltshire

?

1 st Jun

?

9th Jun

8th Jun

Wiltshire

1 1.

?

14th
Jun

Wiltshire

Barley
?

?

1 2.

?

l Oth
Jun

Barley

?

Wiltshire

nr
Rocldey
Quite a complex
circle with triangular
segments in it.

Wiltshire

Droxford

Hampshire

Rockley Down

Barley

?

Oil Seed

(nr Avebury)

Stonehenge, Nr

nr Swindon

Seven minor circles
and some grapeshot.

1 70770

Circular pattern with
equalateral
triangle/hieroglyphics
inside it.

8.

?

Fox H ill

su

Rape

Winterbourne
Bassett

1 0.

Rape

Single circle

7.

·!i��(tist�r�9.���::�;1:

Oil Seed

Barley

Fairly simple
geometry of an outer
circular ring enclosing
a diamond, with three
small rings inside in
alignment, two of
them on the tip of the
diamond, the third in
the centre.

?

(was earlier reported

Barley

as being at West

Amesbury

Me on)

Hexagon shape with
small circle in the
middle and six arms
pointing towards each
point on the hexagon.
Approx. 500' dia.

1 3.

?

?

14th
Jun

No Access by

Hampshire

Upham 2

Barley

One large circle
joined to a smaller
one by a linear
pathway.

?

Farmer

1 4.
9.

?

14th
Jun

Hampshire

Up ham

Small formation,
consisting of three
circles with joined
rings around them,
increasing in size.

Barley
su

545 198
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?

14th
Jun

Hampshire

Droxford 2

Two unequal sized
circles surrounded by
rings, with the larger
having six satellite
circles. Not present
nine days ago and
located in the next
field to the first
Droxford formation
(to the North).

27

Barley

?

:

r- 1
·":' · ���;€
.. :;:'•t·i�:'·:(�;>'····l�7:i
T }; {(e �'f;\':

15.

?

1 5th
Jun

Down Thomas,

Dorset

Wheat

nr.Plymouth
Two circles approx 37
& 55' diameters and a
third nearby circle in
Barley approx 30' dia.
Mentioned in local
press.

1 6.

1 7.

23/24th
Jun

?

26th
Jun

26th
Jun

1 9.

?

Chiselhampton

21.

Oxfordshire

Near Bournemouth

?

30th
Jun

25th
Jun

?

30th
Jun

Wheat

Quintuplet with the
centre circle approx
64' and the outer
circles 1 6' dia.

su

5 85994

Hampshire

22.

?

?

?

Airport

Kilmeston

.

. ,,,

'·····{'"'·'·"·>·.\\

.. ".

?

Common nr. Sutton
Coldfield
Complicated
pictogram including
various letters.

?

Devon

Matford
Roundabout

Marsh
Barton, Alphington,
nr Exeter
Single circle with a
rough cross through it,
approx 20-30' dia.

Oil seed
rape
?

Hampshire

Longstock

?

?

Please respect his
wishes!

23.

?

?

Nr Cheriton

Hampshire

?

Hampshire

Wheat

Unknown.

Barley

?

Warwickshire

?

30th Jun

30th
Jun

Meon Valley

Ring with 1 3
semi-circular
crescents around the
inner edge (looking
like a pastry cutter)
and a small internal
grapeshot.
No access by the
farmer. Please respect
his wishes.

?
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No access by farmer.

?

Circle with ring and
equalateral triangle
with outlying circles
and rings.

28

�

at the points.

Hampshire

M6, Junction 1 South
of Churchover
1 30' plain circle with
thick ring around it.
Not visible from
nearby fields.

West Midlands

Whitehouse

·

Circle with three
crescent designs about
it and smaller circles

24.
30th
Jun

?

?

The word 'Oklahoma'
incribed between
tramlines. Reported
on the 26th Jun
lunchtime local news
and apparently took
16 people 6 hours to
make, as publicity for
a local theatre.
1 8.

20.

Staddis Combe

... .

...

I ,_· -:� -}1 ,',:(i� .·;·.

?

?

25.

2/3rd Jul

3rd Jul

Windmill H ill

nr

Hampshire

?

Clanfield
Single circle approx
20-30' dia.
26.

?

3rd Jul

Froxfield

?

4th Jul

Wiltshire

Clanfield 2

?

Hampshire

Wheat

Circle with two
smaller satellite
circles (looks rough)
28.

?

4th Jul

Cheriton 2

?

8th Jul

Hampshire

Headbourne Worthy

Wheat

?

9th Jul

32.

?

su

33.

?

34.

?

su

Hampshire

Hampshire

?

Two overlapping
rings with overlap
flattened and a few
small circles in it.

6th Jul

White Horse at
Uffington

Oxfordshire

nr Wantage

Ring with three
circles inside and a
curved path, looking
like a smiley face.

30

Central circle with 12
large interlocking
rings around it,
similar to a
" spirograph" pattern.
Approx 300' in
diameter.

Cambridge shire

?

?

1 1th
Jul

Cosford Nr Rugby

Warwickshire

?

?

?

35 .
?

su

1 166 19

Nr Bedford
Three circles (small,
medium and large)
joined by thin paths
and a couple of very
small circles with
paths off the central
circle.

?

Waltham

31.

Barley

St.Neots

?

North of Bishops

Wiltshire

Alton Priors

1 1 th
Jul

574274

Celtic Cross with
additional rings.

30.

su

1 1th
Jul

698 172

20' circle surrounded
by a ring of smaller
circles.
29.

. ..

7 14 162

Unknown
27.

1.1Y:�·;x ;;;,;: , �.��$r$?·�;;�!fr�J��w;l
1 1th Jul

?

?

1 2/ 1 3th
Jul

1 3th
Jul

Circle with scallop
style 'curvy' ring
around it.

B ishops Cannings

Nr

Wiltshire

B arley

su

043653

Devizes
Ring with five pointed
star within it, with
small rectangular
paths between each
point.
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36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

1 2/ 1 3th
Jul

1 1th Jul

1 4th Jul

2nd Jul

1 st Jul ?

Lane End Down Nr
Longwood Warren
Circle with two
crescents on either
side and each with
two smaller circles on
the outside.

Hampshire

1 5th
Jul

Newbridge Nr Bath

Somerset

1 5th
Jul

Cley Hill Nr
Warminster
Single circle which
grew into a large
pictogram the
following night.

Wiltshire

Fen Lane Nr Hitcham
Large circle joined by
a path to two smaller
circles.

Suffolk

Poxford Nr

Dorset

1 3th
Jul

3rd Jul

1 st Jul

Barley

?

44.

45.

?

?

Single circle approx
20-30' dia
7

46.

?

?

?

?

Aylesbury

1 7th
Jul

Meon Valley

2 1 st
Jul

Morestead

1 7th
Jul

42.

43.

?

?

?

1 5th
Jul
1 6th
Jul

1 7th
Jul

Shrewsbury

·

Haselbury Plucknett

32

Hampshire

?

?

East Sussex

Wheat

?

from the air.

nr

Winchester
Eight semi-circular
design in shape of
Mortese cross.
Newhaven

Dumbbell with one
circle only a
semi-circle.
Olivers Castle nr
Devizes
Small formation with
an inner and outer ring
with two crescents
mirrored either side of
inner ring.

Wiltshire

?

?

?

23rd
Jul

Silbury H i l l

Wiltshire

?

?

23rd
Jul

Barton S prings

Bedfordshire

?

?

?

?

49.

Warwickshire

?

?

50.

?

?

23rd
Jul

Shropshire

Somerset

?

?

?

Large 'pictogram' exact details
uncertain!

nr Crewkeme
Large circle with
crosslike pattern in the
centre in it and
surrounded by an even
bigger circle.

Hampshire

Insectogram, spotted

48.

Plain single circle
approx. 30' dia.
Stratford-upon-Avon

7

50' formation in the
shape of a swastika.

?

Dorchester
Plain single circle
approx. 30' dia.
41.

Barley

Buckinghamshire

1 5th
Jul

?

47.

Wheat

7

?

Elabortate 'Koch'
snowflake design.
nr

Luton
Unknown.

on A30

List complete as of 28th July 1 99 7
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The teachings of Jesus stand up on their

continue, and every year new people will

own merits. No one will argue with his

get

words of wisdom. "Do unto others as

excitement of the subject.

introduced

to ·the

wonder

and

you would have them do unto you", is a
worthy philosophy. The problem many

However,

people have with religion is not the

investigating the subject for a few years

those

who

have

been

'genuine phenomena' of Christ, but the

now, I believe have probably received

manipulation and persecution of anyone

the 'calling' and have 'interpreted' the

who dared to question the evidence,

message and now want something more.

perpetuated by the church through the

Their appetite has been whetted.

2000 years since the wise ET made his
I don't believe that these people actually

comments.

need the crop circles anymore as they

Let us not turn crop circle re�earch into

know

anyone

who

dares

to

question

intuitively,

through

personal

experience, what a genuine circle is and

the church of the middle ages, where

what a hoaxed circle is. Perhaps we have

the

come full circle - if you excuse the pun !

'authority of the experts' is persecuted as
uttering the words of the Devil.

At the end of the day we are just looking
There are no experts . Remember that!

at flattened crop. However, the message
is eternal and crucial to our awakening

The other major issue of research during

consciousness.

the

investigate the crop anymore. We need

last

few

months

has

been

the

We

don't

need

to

to investigate ourselves.

formulation and concepts of a harmonic
resonance research project that I am
going to undertake. This will attempt to

I'm sure many people will understand

piece together the various jigsaw pieces

what I am getting at. These editorials are

of the cosmic jigsaw and I hope will

a spot where I can ramble about thoughts

inspire research and ideas in others and

which are inspiring me

together we can progress to the next

investigating the unexplained and the

to

continue

level of consciousness.

unanswered.
been

Please feel free to contact me if you

wanting more from the crop circles,

agree with what I write. Please also feel

more

free to write if you disagree. I'm not an

After

all,
from

many

people

UFO's

and

have
asking

the

expert, I'm just sharing views, and as

question, "What next. We want more".

David Icke would say, "take on board
To this end, I believe the crop circles

what

have served their purpose - to make

discard what doesn't"

people

communicate

not

only

crop

circles

will

no

something

to

you

with
And may you have a happy voyage.

others but also with their higher selves.
Sure,

means

doubt
34
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